We developed positron emission tomography (PET) detectors based on monolithic scintillation crystals and position-sensitive light sensors. Intrinsic depth-of-interaction (DOI) correction is achieved by deriving the entry points of annihilation photons on the front surface of the crystal from the light sensor signals. Here we characterize the next generation of these detectors, consisting of a 20 mm thick rectangular or trapezoidal LYSO:Ce crystal read out on the front and the back (double-sided readout, DSR) by Hamamatsu S8550SPL avalanche photodiode (APD) arrays optimized for DSR. The full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the detector point-spread function (PSF) obtained with a rectangular crystal at normal incidence equals ∼1.05 mm at the detector centre, after correction for the ∼0.9 mm diameter test beam of annihilation photons. Resolution losses of several tenths of a mm occur near the crystal edges. Furthermore, trapezoidal crystals perform almost equally well as rectangular ones, while improving system sensitivity. Due to the highly accurate DOI correction of all detectors, the spatial resolution remains essentially constant for angles of incidence of up to at least 30
Introduction
To address the need for improved image quality in preclinical and clinical molecular imaging, various new scintillation detectors for positron emission tomography (PET) have recently been proposed. Many PET applications benefit from enhanced system resolution, and much effort has therefore been spent on improving detector spatial resolution.
An important cause for resolution loss is the varying depth of interaction (DOI) of annihilation quanta within the scintillation crystals. The resulting parallax errors cause a nonuniformly degraded system resolution. Therefore, it is desirable that a PET detector offers some form of DOI correction. In addition, good energy and timing resolutions as well as high detection efficiency are crucial to obtain high image quality. The relative importance of each of these performance parameters depends on the specific application and subject size. In small-animal systems for example, image quality is very much determined by the detector spatial resolution and DOI effects. In clinical applications, image quality suffers from intrapatient scatter and random coincidences, the effects of which can be reduced if the detectors have good energy and timing resolutions.
Many high-resolution PET detector designs rely on relatively long (∼1 cm), thin (∼1 mm) scintillation crystals (Lecomte et al 1996 , Bloomfield et al 1997 , Del Guerra et al 1998 , Correia et al 1999 , Weber et al 1999 , Surti et al 2003 , Tai et al 2003 , 2005 . Although such designs aim to improve resolution by reducing or eliminating light spreading, their performance is still limited by inter-crystal scattering. Furthermore, the reflective material between the crystals increases the fraction of dead space. Finally, without DOI determination, one needs to compromise between high system resolution (shorter crystals to prevent excessive DOI errors) and sensitivity (longer crystals to improve the detection efficiency).
Other groups have therefore developed (non-monolithic) detectors with DOI determination. The approaches taken include estimating the DOI from the ratio of the signals measured at opposite sides of the crystal (Wang et al 2004 , Abreu et al 2006 , Du et al 2008 , phoswhich approaches (Seidel et al 2003 , Ziemons et al 2005 , multi-layer pixelated scintillators with optical DOI encoding (Orita et al 2005) and radial stacks of individual detector modules (McElroy et al 2005) . In these designs, the benefit of DOI information is often gained at the expense of other performance parameters. Light losses due to the use of small (pixelated) crystals result in energy resolutions >20% in most and >40% in some designs. In addition, the dead space between detector modules and crystal elements decreases the system sensitivity. Furthermore, the manufacturing costs of designs based on many small crystals tend to increase with decreasing crystal cross-section.
Detectors with monolithic scintillators coupled to one or more position-sensitive light sensors can offer a solution to the above issues (Clément et al 1998 , Bruyndonckx et al 2003 . In these detectors, the entry point of an annihilation photon on the front surface of the crystal can be derived from the measured light distribution, for example using a statistical nearestneighbour algorithm. By deriving the entry point, the depth of interaction is intrinsically corrected for. At the same time, detection efficiency is maximized as there is no dead space within a monolithic crystal. Moreover, when compact, solid-state light sensors such as avalanche photodiode (APD) arrays are used instead of bulky photomultiplier tubes (PMTs), the detectors can be placed closely together to optimize scanner sensitivity. As an added advantage, the use of solid-state light sensors opens up the possibility of integrating the PET system with a magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) device (e.g. Catana et al 2006 , Judenhofer et al 2008 , Woody et al 2007 .
Preliminary results obtained with early monolithic scintillator detector prototypes have been reported previously . These indicated that 10 mm thick monolithic In both drawings, the arrow indicates the path of an annihilation photon incident on the front surface of the detector. The coordinate system used to specify the entry point and angle of incidence is also indicated. Dimensions are in mm.
LYSO:Ce crystals perform better with the light sensor placed on the front surface (frontside readout, FSR) than with conventional backside readout (BSR), since the majority of the detected annihilation photons interact in the front half of the crystal. The same study indicated that 20 mm thick monolithic crystals read out on both the front and back surfaces (doublesided readout, DSR) may offer similarly good spatial resolution as 10 mm thick crystals with FSR, with the added benefit of significantly increased detection efficiency. It is emphasized that unconventional readout geometries such as FSR and DSR are made possible by the fact that solid-state light sensors such as APD arrays are essentially transparent to 511 keV photons.
The present study aims to further explore the benefits of double-sided readout. We fully characterize the performance of the next generation of monolithic detectors, read out by two Hamamatsu S8550SPL APD arrays in DSR geometry. This APD array, based on the commonly available S8550 array, is a customized product optimized specifically for FSR and DSR (Abreu et al 2006) . The performance obtained with 20 mm thick rectangular and trapezoidal LYSO:Ce crystals is compared. Especially in small-bore, high-resolution systems, trapezoidal crystals significantly improve system sensitivity by minimizing the dead space within a detector ring (van der Laan et al 2007) .
For the first time, the two-dimensional (2D) detector point-spread function (PSF) of our detectors is reported. We furthermore use a new method to correct the measured PSF for the influence of the finite test beam diameter, in order to estimate the detector PSF applicable to individual annihilation photons. In addition, the intrinsic DOI correction of the detectors is studied in detail by varying the angle of incidence in different directions. Finally, the energy and timing resolutions of the detectors are reported.
Materials and methods

Detector hardware
Each detector consists of a 20 mm thick monolithic LYSO:Ce crystal (Crystal Photonics) and two position-sensitive Hamamatsu S8550SPL APD arrays in DSR geometry, as indicated in figure 1. The crystal dimensions are indicated in the same figure. The APD arrays are optically coupled to the front and back crystal surfaces using Meltmount (Cargille Laboratories, Cedar Grove, NJ, USA). The side surfaces are wrapped in highly reflective Teflon tape.
The performance of trapezoidal crystals (see figure 1(a) ), designed for a ring of 32 detectors with an inner diameter of 123.8 mm, is compared to a rectangular crystal ( figure 1(b) ) that was selected for its good performance in preliminary studies. Trapezoidal crystals with polished and unpolished (as-cut) surfaces are compared. Crystals are identified by a code consisting of, respectively, a character indicating the crystal geometry ('R' for rectangular, 'T' for trapezoidal), a sample number, and either the character 'P' for optically polished crystals or 'A' for crystals that received no surface treatment after cutting.
The Hamamatsu S8550SPL is a customized version of the commonly available S8550 array. Both are 4 × 8 arrays of 1.6 × 1.6 mm 2 pixels at a pitch of 2.3 mm, subdivided into two banks of 2 × 8 pixels with a common cathode per bank. In the S8550SPL, the length of the metal readout pins on the back of the device has been reduced from 4.57 mm to 2.60 mm, minimizing the amount of material between radiation source and crystal if the array is placed on the crystal front surface, as in FSR and DSR geometries (Abreu et al 2006) . Furthermore, the protective epoxy resin coating on the photosensitive surface is thinner (0.45 mm instead of 0.60 mm) and has been polished to a flatness of ±10 μm to facilitate good optical coupling to the crystal. Finally, the dark currents of the arrays used here (serial numbers 036 and 037) are an estimated factor of 2 lower than those of the S8550 arrays used in our previous experiments , resulting in better detector performance .
For each of the two pixel banks within an array, the manufacturer specifies the bias voltage V 50 (typically ∼400 V) at which the APD gain M = 50. Differences in V 50 of up to ∼20 V are common between banks within the same array and between different arrays. We therefore express the bias voltage per bank in terms of
where V is the applied bias voltage. Figure 2 shows the average APD gains per bank of the APD arrays used, measured as a function of V with 5.89 keV x-rays from a 55 Fe source. If all banks are biased at the same value of V, their average gains coincide within ∼4% over the range of bias voltages considered. Furthermore, gain variations on the order of ∼10% are commonly observed between individual APD pixels within one bank. It has been confirmed in preliminary experiments that this does not influence the detector spatial resolution, as the position estimation (section 2.3) is based on reference data measured at the same gain distribution. The effect on the detector energy resolution also appeared to be negligible (<0.1% FWHM). No corrections for gain non-uniformities have therefore been applied in this work.
Intrinsic DOI correction
In the absence of scattering, the path of a gamma-photon can be described by the coordinates at which it intersects the front surface of the detector (the 'entry point') and its angle of incidence, see figure 1. In the present detector concept, the entry point of each detected annihilation photon (event) is estimated from the distribution of the scintillation light measured by the position-sensitive light sensors. This is done by means of a statistical algorithm that uses sets of reference data containing the measured light distributions of a large number of events recorded at known entry points, with each reference set corresponding to a particular angle of incidence. In a PET system, the angle of incidence can be derived from the positions of the two detectors triggering in coincidence (Bruyndonckx et al 2004) . Estimating the entry point rather than the point of interaction within the crystal has the advantage of eliminating parallax errors, even though the depth of interaction is not explicitly determined. (1)), measured with 5.89 keV x-ray photons directly incident on the APDs.
Position estimation
Reference data are collected by irradiating the detector with 511 keV photons at a series of known positions x i = (x i , y i ), see figure 1, and recording the light distributions of n ref reference events at each position. This is repeated for various angles of incidence. The light distribution of each event in the reference set is subsequently normalized such that the sum of all detector signals equals unity.
The entry point of an unknown annihilation photon can now be estimated by calculating the sum-of-squares difference of its normalized light distribution with those of all events in the reference set recorded at the appropriate angle of incidence. A subset of the reference data consisting of the L closest matches ('nearest neighbours') is selected, and the most frequently occurring entry point within this subset is assigned to the unknown event. This method is known as the L-nearest neighbour method. It has the advantage that the probability of misclassification approaches the theoretical minimum, the Bayes error probability, for sufficiently large reference sets (Cover and Hart 1967) . The algorithm can therefore be expected to yield results close to the best achievable with the available reference data, provided that a suitable value of L be used. A method for finding this value has been described elsewhere .
Measurement setup
The measurement setup is shown schematically in figure 3. The detectors are contained in a light-tight, temperature-controlled aluminium box. The temperature T is measured with an LM35D temperature sensor close to one of the APD arrays. A test beam of 511 keV photons is defined by a 0.5 mm diameter 22 Na source and a second detector in coincidence with the APD detector, consisting of a 35 mm thick BGO crystal (diameter 19 mm) coupled to an XP2020 PMT equipped with a 60 mm thick Pb collimator with a 5 mm diameter aperture. photon fluence profile at the front surface of the crystal (typical value ∼1 mm), can be varied by varying the distances between source, PMT and APD detector. A computer-controlled XZ -stage enables irradiating the detector at different positions and angles of incidence.
The readout electronics are schematically shown in figure 4 . Each of the 64 APD signals is pre-amplified by a Cremat CR-110 charge-sensitive preamplifier (CSP). Further amplification and shaping is provided by four CAEN N568BB 16-channel shaping amplifiers (SAs), offering a fast and a slow output for each channel. The fast outputs are fixed-gain, single-differentiation stages with a time constant of 100 ns; the slow outputs offer adjustable gain and shaping times τ = 0.1, 0.2, 1 and 3 μs. Multichannel peak-sensing analogue-to-digital converters (ADCs) (CAEN V785) are used to individually read out the slow outputs. Triggering is performed on the analogue sum signal of the fast outputs, obtained with a summing amplifier.
Detector characterization
2.5.1. Scintillator light yield. The absolute light yields of the LYSO:Ce crystals were measured on a calibrated PMT setup, using a shaping time of 1 μs. The crystals, wrapped in Teflon tape, were irradiated with 662 keV photons from a 137 Cs source, and the photoelectron yield was obtained by comparison of the position of the full-energy peak with the singleelectron spectrum. Absolute light yields were calculated by correcting for the effective PMT reflectivity and quantum efficiency (de Haas et al 2005) .
Detector energy resolution.
The energy resolutions of the assembled detectors were determined by irradiating them with a ∼5 mm diameter beam of 511 keV photons aimed at the detector centre. Pulse height spectra were measured by connecting the CAEN N568BB slow outputs via a summing amplifier to an Ortec AD413 A peak-sensing ADC, see figure 4. FWHM energy resolutions were obtained by fitting the full-energy peaks with Gaussians. All energy resolution measurements were performed at V = 0 V, τ = 0.2 μs and at temperatures between T = 21.6
• C and T = 25.2
• C with temperature variations of less than ±0.2
• C during each measurement.
Timing resolution.
The detector timing resolution was measured against a 25.4 mm thick BaF 2 crystal (diameter 25.4 mm) coupled to an XP2020Q PMT. The PMT signal was directly fed into an Ortec 934 constant fraction discriminator (CFD). Time pickoff on the APD detector was performed by connecting the CAEN N568BB fast outputs via a summing amplifier and an Ortec 454 timing filter amplifier (TFA) with adjustable differentiation and integration time constants to an Ortec 934 CFD, see figure 4. An integration time constant of 2 ns was used, while the differentiation time constant was set to 'out'. The timing spectrum was recorded using an Ortec 476 time-to-amplitude converter (TAC) and an Ortec AD413A peaksensing ADC. The time axis was calibrated with an Ortec 462 time calibrator. The FWHM timing resolution was obtained by fitting the spectrum with a Gaussian. The measurement was performed at V = 19 V, E th ≈ 250 keV and T = 24.3 ± 0.2 • C.
Spatial resolution measurements.
To determine the detector PSF, reference data were first collected by irradiating the crystal front surface at a rectangular grid of equidistant beam positions x i = (x i , y i ) and recording a number of n ref events at each beam position (the coordinate system is indicated in figure 1 ). The PSF in a test position x t chosen from the positions x i was then estimated as follows. An event j recorded at x t was selected as a test event and its position was estimated with the nearest-neighbour procedure described in section 2.3, using the remaining n ref − 1 events recorded at x t , as well as all events collected at all other positions x i = x t , as reference data. This procedure was repeated for all of the n ref events recorded at x t (leave-one-out approach). The normalized, two-dimensional (2D) histogram of the errors x j =ˆ x j − x t , whereˆ x j is the estimated position of the jth event recorded at x t , then approaches the point-spread function PSF(x, y) at x t if the number of test events is sufficiently large. As the PSF can be determined at any of the beam positions x i , this procedure was also used to e.g. study the FWHM of the PSF as a function of entry position and to derive the average FWHM over the detector surface. It is to be noted that the measured histogram still includes the influence of the test beam diameter d b (∼1 mm FWHM, see section 2.4). In the remainder of this work, the measured result will therefore be denoted as the uncorrected point-spread function PSF b (x, y), or, briefly, PSF b , to distinguish it from the corrected result that will be written without the subscript 'b' (see section 2.5.5).
We studied the influence of various parameters (such as the crystal type, the angle of incidence, etc) on the spatial resolution, by varying the parameter of interest in a series of measurements. For efficiency, this was done in a one-dimensional (1D) form of the above experiment, in which reference data were collected only along one of the crystal axes (see figure 1 ) and only the coordinate corresponding to that axis was taken into consideration. Specifically, data were collected at e.g. x i = (x i , y = 0); see figure 1 for the coordinate system used. The x-coordinates of the events recorded at test position x t = (x t , y = 0) were estimated, and a normalized 1D histogram of the errors x j =x j − x t was derived. This histogram will be referred to as the one-dimensional point-spread function 1D-PSF b (x), where the subscript 'b' again indicates that the result still includes the influence of the beam diameter. It is emphasized that 1D-PSF b (x) is not equivalent to the cross-section at y = 0 of the two-dimensional PSF b (x, y), and that results from 1D and 2D measurements are not directly comparable.
All spatial resolution measurements were performed with the setup described in section 2.4. The distance between the beam positions in the x-and/or the y-direction (as applicable) was kept at 0.25 mm in all cases. A number of n ref = 1500 events were recorded per beam position in 1D PSF measurements. This value has previously been shown sufficient for good results . In 2D PSF measurements, the symmetry of the crystals was used to increase efficiency: test data were selected from one half (y 0) of the crystal only, while reference data were collected for y −2 mm to avoid truncating the error histograms at y = 0. At each grid position, n ref = 500 events were recorded. For non-perpendicular angles of incidence, the range of beam positions included the crystal front surface as well as the side surface turned towards the beam. The oblique sides of the trapezoidal crystals (see figure 1) were included in all measurements performed in the y-direction.
All spatial resolution measurements were performed at V = 0 V, τ = 0.2 μs and at temperatures between T = 21.4
• C and T = 25.3
• C during each measurement. Furthermore, all events above the relatively low energy threshold E th ≈ 100 keV were accepted.
Correction for test beam diameter.
The relevant quantity for characterizing the spatial resolution of the present type of detector when used in a PET system is the 2D error probability distribution of the entry point assigned to individual annihilation photons, i.e. the detector PSF. To estimate this quantity from the measured distribution PSF b described in the previous section, we need to correct for the influence of the test beam diameter d b (∼1 mm FWHM, see section 2.4). However, correcting by straightforward deconvolution has appeared to be difficult, amongst others because of divergence of the beam (∼21% over 20 mm).
Instead, a correction was made using a simple model of the PSF that has been presented and validated elsewhere (Maas 2008) . For convenience, we summarize the model briefly in the following. The model is valid in the central part of the detector and describes the PSF as a convolution of two 2D distributions plus a small background. The first distribution, γ , describes the spatial distribution (projected onto the xy plane) of the energy deposited by annihilation photons within the crystal due to interaction processes such as Compton scattering and x-ray fluorescence. The second distribution, N Σ , accounts for the positioning error resulting from the finite signal-to-noise ratio of the detector signals, which is determined by statistical variations in the number of photons produced per scintillation event and the fraction of photons detected, by the APD excess noise factor and dark current, by electronic noise, etc (see e.g. Maas et al (2008) ).
The 2D distribution γ is estimated by means of a Monte Carlo simulation (Maas 2008 ). This has been done both for the case of a 'pencil' beam with zero diameter, the result of which is denoted by γ 0 , and for a detailed model of the test beam used in our experiments (Maas 2008) , the result of which is denoted by γ b . The distribution N Σ is modelled by a 2D Gaussian function with covariance matrix Σ, where the non-diagonal elements of Σ are assumed to be zero. Results given elsewhere (Maas 2008) , as well as the good agreement between model and experiment presented in section 3.3.2, indicate that this is a valid approximation. Σ is found by modelling PSF b (x, y) as a convolution of γ b and N Σ , using the diagonal elements of Σ as fit parameters. PSF(x, y) is subsequently estimated as a convolution of N Σ and γ 0 . Table 1 shows the energy resolution of the detectors investigated, measured at 511 keV as described in section 2.5.2. Separate studies showed that the energy resolution remains constant within less than 1.5% FWHM when irradiating the detectors at different positions. The position dependence is indeed expected to be relatively small as the crystals were carefully wrapped in Teflon tape. It is also noted that the energy resolution of crystal R01-P was found to vary by less than 0.3% FWHM over a 5 K temperature range. The independently measured absolute light yields of the scintillation crystals (see section 2.5.1) are also listed. These can be seen to be very similar for all crystals studied. Figure 5 shows an example of a pulse height spectrum, measured at 511 keV with detector R01-P (see section 2.1 for an explanation of the crystal code). The corresponding energy resolution is 10.5 ± 0.2% FWHM. The full-energy peak contains ∼75% of the events for all detectors investigated, although the probability of photoelectric interaction of 511 keV photons in LYSO:Ce is only ∼30% of the total probability of interaction. This is due to the large fraction of Compton-scattered photons that are re-absorbed within the relatively large crystal. In a PET system, this has the advantage that the application of an energy threshold to reduce the influence of intra-subject scattering has a relatively small effect on the sensitivity to true events.
Results and discussion
Energy resolution
A detailed analysis of how different factors such as the scintillation photon statistics, APD dark current, APD excess noise factor, electronic noise, etc, influence the energy resolution of our detectors is presented elsewhere . Figure 6 shows a coincidence timing spectrum measured with crystal R01-P against a BaF 2 -PMT detector (see section 2.5.3). A timing resolution of 2.0 ± 0.1 ns FWHM is obtained with this detector. Assuming that the timing resolution of the BaF 2 -PMT detector is negligibly small (<200 ps), the coincidence timing resolution of two of these detectors equals t = √ 2 t = ∼2.8 ns FWHM. The magnitude of the measured timing resolution is large enough that the influence of optical photon transport within the crystal can be assumed negligible. As previous work has shown that the major factors determining the timing resolution are the signal amplitude and the electronic noise on the signals, it is expected that relatively small changes to the crystal geometry (e.g. having a different thickness and/or a trapezoidal shape) will not significantly affect the timing resolution.
Timing resolution
Spatial resolution
3.3.1. Detector PSF. Figure 7 shows the measured point-spread function PSF b (x, y) of crystal R01-P obtained at an energy threshold of E th ≈ 100 keV and with L = 500. It will be Table 2 . FWHM and FWTM of the cross-sections in the x-and y-directions of the measured (PSF b ) and corrected (PSF) point-spread functions of crystal R01-P at the detector centre and at normal incidence. These results were obtained at room temperature with L = 500 and E th ≈ 100 keV.
Cross-section
Beam diameter FWHM ( x, y) in the x-direction at zero y-error, which will be denoted as PSF b (x), has a FWHM of 1.54 mm, see table 2. The perpendicular cross-section PSF b (y) has a FWHM of 1.61 mm. Figure 8 shows the FWHM of PSF b (x) as a function of the beam position for y > 0. As stated before, PSF b (x) appears to be essentially constant in the central part of the detector, except for statistical fluctuations arising from the limited number of data points per histogram, and, perhaps, some small variation reflecting the pixel geometry of the APD arrays.
The spatial resolution in the x-direction is affected near the two crystal surfaces perpendicular to the x-axis. At a distance of about 3-4 mm from these crystal edges, the FWHM starts to increase, up to an average value of ∼1.9 mm at ∼2 mm from the crystal edges. At still smaller distances, the FWHM decreases again, as the PSF becomes truncated on one side due to the absence of reference data beyond the crystal edges. PSF b (x) is only Similar results were found in the y-direction: the FWHM of PSF b (y) is best in the central part of the detector, while some deterioration of the spatial resolution in the y-direction is found near the crystal edges perpendicular to the y-axis only.
Correction for test beam diameter.
The results presented in the previous section still include the influence of the finite test beam diameter. This influence can be corrected for as described in section 2.5.5, in order to estimate the detector PSF applicable to individual annihilation photons.
Here we illustrate the procedure for the measured PSF b at the centre of detector R01-P shown in figure 7. Figure 9 shows the cross-sections PSF b (x) of both the measured PSF b (x, y) (closed circles) and the model of PSF b (x, y) (dotted curve). Excellent agreement between the model and the measurements is obtained. The cross-section PSF(x) of the corrected detector PSF(x, y) is indicated by the solid curve in the same figure. Table 2 shows the FWHM and FWTM in the x-and y-directions of both the uncorrected and the corrected PSFs. A corrected spatial resolution of 1.05 mm FWHM is found in the x-direction. Similar to PSF b (see section 3.3.1), the corrected PSF is slightly wider in the y-direction.
It is emphasized that these results are obtained at a low energy threshold E th ≈ 100 keV. Separate studies have shown that the influence of E th on the spatial resolution is very small (i.e. no more than a few hundredths of a mm FWHM). This implies that one can select a low energy threshold for imaging small subjects (with low intra-subject scattering) to maximize the system sensitivity without loss of resolution. as explained in section 2.5.4. It is emphasized that the 1D resolutions presented in this section cannot be compared directly to the 2D results at the centre of the detector given in section 3.3.1. This is both because of the non-Gaussian shape of the PSFs and because the 1D results presented in this section are averaged over the entire crystal length, as discussed below. As a consequence, the 1D results tend to be at least several tenths of a mm FWHM larger in otherwise equal measurements. They are nevertheless useful to study the variation of the spatial resolution with the parameter of interest (i.e. the crystal type). Table 3 shows the FWHM and FWTM of 1D-PSF b (x) and 1D-PSF b (y), i.e. the uncorrected 1D PSFs measured along the x-and the y-axis, respectively, for all crystals investigated. The error histograms were averaged over the entire length of the crystal, so that they represent the overall detector performance. As we are only interested in the variation of the spatial resolution between different crystals, no correction for the beam diameter was applied to avoid introducing additional uncertainties. A fair comparison between the different detectors was assured by keeping d b = 0.85 mm FWHM the same in all measurements. As in section 3.3.1, average resolutions in the y-direction appear to be slightly worse than in the x-direction. Comparing the two trapezoidal crystals with different surface finishes, we observe that the FWHM values are the same within the measurement uncertainty (2σ ≈ 0.05 mm). However, the FWTM values of the as-cut trapezoidal crystal are significantly larger than those of the polished one (2σ ≈ 0.2 mm).
Comparing the polished trapezoidal crystal with the polished rectangular crystal, the differences appear to be comparable to the measurement uncertainties except for FWTM in the y-direction, which is slightly but significantly (2σ ≈ 0.2 mm) larger for the trapezoidal crystal. This is attributed to events occurring near the oblique sides of the trapezoidal crystal.
It is concluded that polished trapezoidal crystals perform almost as well as rectangular crystals, while minimizing the dead space within a detector ring (van der Laan et al 2007).
Depth of interaction correction.
So far, we have presented the detector spatial resolution in terms of the uncertainties in the coordinates x and y defined within the plane of the crystal front surface (see figure 1) . At normal incidence, these coincide with the uncertainties in the position of the line of response (LOR) in a PET system. To study the spatial resolution as a function of the angle of incidence θ , however, the uncertainties must be projected onto a plane perpendicular to the LOR (or the beam axis in our test setup). We therefore define coordinates x and y within this plane such that x = x cos (θ ) and y = y at ϕ = 0
• , while x = x and y = y cos (θ ) at ϕ = 90
• . The DOI correction of our detectors was studied in a series of 1D measurements. Figure  10 shows the FWHM and FWTM of 1D-PSF b (x ) and 1D-PSF b (y ) of the trapezoidal crystal T02-P as a function of θ . As in the previous section, the error histograms were averaged over the crystal length to represent the overall detector performance. The values are not corrected for the beam diameter, but care was taken to keep d b constant in all measurements. The source had to be moved some distance away from the detector box to accommodate for its rotation, so d b = 0.96 mm FWHM and, therefore, these results cannot be compared directly to those in table 3.
At ϕ = 0 • , both 1D-PSF b (x ) and 1D − PSF b (y ) are essentially independent of the angle of incidence. At ϕ = 90
• , 1D-PSF b (x ) can even be seen to slightly improve with increasing θ . This is attributed to the fact that in these experiments the beam exits the side surface of the crystal at large values of θ , reducing the average distance of interaction from the front APD array. Similar results were found for the rectangular crystals, although the difference between the FWTMs of 1D-PSF b (x ) and 1D − PSF b (y ) was smaller for these crystals, in accordance with the results given in the previous section. It is concluded that the excellent intrinsic DOI correction of our detectors enables essentially parallax-free image reconstruction at angles of incidence of up to at least 30
• .
Conclusions
Monolithic scintillator PET detectors with intrinsic DOI correction were characterized experimentally in terms of their spatial, temporal and energy resolutions. The detector design comprises a rectangular or trapezoidal LYSO:Ce crystal read out by two position-sensitive APD arrays in double-sided readout geometry. This involves placement of one of the sensors on the crystal front surface, which is feasible because the APD arrays are essentially transparent to 511 keV photons. With DSR the crystal can be made 20 mm thick for maximum detection efficiency, while maintaining high spatial resolution. At the centre of the detector and at normal incidence, the FWHM of the detector PSF obtained with a rectangular crystal is as good as ∼1.05 mm in the x-direction, after correction for the ∼0.9 mm diameter test beam of annihilation photons. Near the edges of the crystal some resolution loss occurs, in the direction perpendicular to the edge only.
Trapezoidal crystals perform almost equally well as rectangular ones. Such crystals minimize the dead space within a detector ring, resulting in the highest and most uniform scanner sensitivity (van der Laan et al 2007) .
No loss of spatial resolution is observed for angles of incidence of up to at least 30
• . The excellent DOI correction thus demonstrated will facilitate a high and uniform PET system resolution.
These promising results were obtained at E th ≈ 100 keV, implying that one can use a low energy threshold for imaging small subjects (with low intra-subject scattering), so as to maximize system sensitivity without loss of resolution.
Energy resolutions of ∼11% FWHM are measured with ∼75% of the events in the fullenergy peak. The estimated coincidence timing resolution of ∼2.8 ns FWHM is sufficient for adequate rejection of random coincidences (van der Laan et al 2007) .
Whereas some PET detector concepts might offer even higher spatial resolution at the centre of the FOV, our monolithic detectors offer the advantages of highly accurate DOI correction, high detection efficiency, good energy resolution and simplicity of design. Because of these advantages they are expected to outperform many other detectors, especially in applications where larger, or multiple, objects need to be imaged with high and uniform resolution. As an added advantage, the use of APD arrays instead of (multi-channel) PMTs opens up the possibility of integrating these detectors with an MRI device.
